BAUTECH FUTURA®
timeless beauty of raw concrete
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Imagine a space as unique as yourself and create it together with us.

**BAUTECH FUTURA® OFFICE** -line- in elegant office spaces.

**BAUTECH FUTURA® COMMERCE** -line- floors for stores and restaurants.

**BAUTECH FUTURA® HOME** -line- If you appreciate minimalism. When you regenerate in the atmosphere of a loft.
photo OFFICE VESCOM WARSAW

OFFICE —line—
PRESTIGE AND ELEGANCE

COMMERCE line
BAUTECH FUTURA® are floorings for climatic, minimalist interiors.

CREATIVO BAUFLOOR®
Your home is a refuge where you take a break from the tumult of everyday life. Turn it into a cosy place with BAUTECH FUTURA® floors.
Your home is a refuge where you take a break from the tumult of everyday life. Turn it into a cozy place with BAUTECH FUTURA® floors.
The 21st century style means ascetic and austere interiors. Raw concrete emphasises their character.

**CREATIVO WALL BAUFLOOR®** is a creative microcement compound designed for manual formation of textures on walls and architectural details.

Design an austere wall with a unique texture. Stylish cavities and pittings will let you create a unique interior.
ATRIAL DESIGN APARTMENT CRACOW
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ONLY 2-3 mm THICK
FLEXIBILITY
LONG SERVICE LIFE
HYPOALLERGENIC
EASY TO KEEP CLEAN
CAN BE APPLIED ON WALLS
VARIETY OF PATTERNS AND COLOURS
FOR USE IN WET AREAS
CREATIVO BAUFLOOR® WALL

CRE01 / grey
CRE02 / light grey
CRE03 / natural grey
CRE04 / basalt
CRE05 / red
CRE06 / cream
CRE08 / graphite
CRE10 / yellow
CRE12 / gray concrete
CRE13 / brown
CRE14 / green
CRE15 / blue

* The colours in the above colour chart may differ slightly from the colours currently available in the company’s offer.
CREATIVO BAUFLOOR®

makes it possible to create original floorings with varied texture from smooth surface to raw concrete. Also comes in a wide range of colours.

Microcement is a powerful creative tool in the hands of an interior designer, architect and contractor.

CREATIVO BAUFLOOR® is a 2-3 mm thick microcement flooring.
CREATIVO BAUFLOOR® means modern style, unique character and individualism. An unconventional effect to bring out the style of the interior and its avant-garde design.
ONLY 2-3 mm THICK

FLEXIBILITY

LONG SERVICE LIFE

HYPOALLERGENIC

EASY TO KEEP CLEAN

VARIETY OF PATTERNS AND COLOURS

FOR USE IN WET AREAS

CREATIVO BAUFLOOR®
CREATIVO BAUFLOOR®

CRE01 / grey
CRE02 / light grey
CRE03 / natural grey
CRE04 / basalt
CRE05 / red
CRE06 / cream
CRE08 / graphite
CRE10 / yellow
CRE12 / gray concrete
CRE13 / brown
CRE14 / green
CRE15 / blue

* The colours in the above colour chart may differ slightly from the colours currently available in the company’s offer.
ULTIMA BAUFLOOR® are highest-quality polished concrete floors with a mirror finish and high abrasion resistance.

ULTIMA BAUFLOOR® where what matters is durability, originality and highest level aesthetics.

BAUTECH®
25 years of expert experience and highest quality components – a guarantee of full satisfaction with your new floor.
Underfloor heating? Excellent! Concrete flooring provides high thermal comfort in your house.
8-15 mm THICK

MIRROR GLOSS

HIGH ABRASION RESISTANCE

HYPOALLERGENIC

EASY TO KEEP CLEAN

HIGH MECHANICAL RESISTANCE

VARIETY OF PATTERNS AND COLOURS

FOR USE IN WET AREAS
ULTIMA BAUFLOOR®

ULT603/platinum  ULT609/gray agate  ULT600/moon stone
ULT605/black diamond  ULT607/dark amber  ULT602/emerald
ULT606/sapphire  ULT601/ruby  ULT608/topaz

* The colours in the above colour chart may differ slightly from the colours currently available in the company’s offer.
ULTIMA BAUFLOOR® wherever what matters is prestige and unique beauty of the floor.
beauty
TERRAFLOOR®

are decorative polished TERRAZZO floorings. The beauty of marble and granite with the durability of concrete.

Nanotechnology gives TERRAFLOOR® surfaces their mirror gloss and high abrasion resistance, which is important in public buildings.
TERRAFLOOR® appearance of granite and marble. A much wider range of unique patterns and colours.
TERRAFLOOR®

10-30 mm THICK

NOBLE APPEARANCE

HIGH ABRASION RESISTANCE

HYPOALLERGENIC

EASY TO KEEP CLEAN

HIGH MECHANICAL RESISTANCE

VARIETY OF PATTERNS AND COLOURS

FOR USE IN WET AREAS

MALL BLUE CITY WARSAW
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**TERRAFLOOR®**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASALT AGGREGATE</th>
<th>QUARTZ AGGREGATE</th>
<th>MIKROTERRAFLOOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TR310 / blue ocean</td>
<td>TR600 / ashy mosaic</td>
<td>TRM701 / magma valley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR300 / martian dust</td>
<td>TR606 / starry sky</td>
<td>TRM703 / tuscan red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR302 / welcome spring</td>
<td>TR609 / cloudless sky</td>
<td>TRM704 / paradise lagoon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR305 / burnt red</td>
<td>TR602 / ripe olives</td>
<td>TRM708 / green avocado</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The wide range of TERRAFLOOR system colours can be found at [www.bautech.eu](http://www.bautech.eu).

* The colours in the above colour chart may differ slightly from the colours currently available in the company’s offer.
TERRAFLOOR® Unlimited interior design options. A large number of aggregate and base colour combinations.
uniqueness
ARTE BAUPOX®
metallic epoxy floorings bring decorative floors into a new era.

ARTE BAUPOX®
floors have an exceptional, nearly glass shine and three-dimensional depth.

There is an infinite number of methods to create a unique flooring style. Durable and practical. Unique every time.
An infinite number of methods to create a unique flooring style.
ARTE BAUPOX®

- 2-4 mm THICK
- MIRROR GLOSS
- LONG SERVICE LIFE
- HYPOALLERGENIC
- EASY TO KEEP CLEAN
- HIGH MECHANICAL RESISTANCE
- VARIETY OF PATTERNS AND COLOURS
- FOR USE IN WET AREAS
* The colours in the above colour chart may differ slightly from the colours currently available in the company’s offer.
Execution of BAUTECH® FUTURA floors is best entrusted to experienced contractors trained at BAUTECH®.
PRESBETON® decorative stamped surfacing. Roman paving, slate, rock and other.

PRESBETON® VERTICAL decorative walls, artificial rocks, fountains.
ELEGANCE BAUPOX® decorative epoxy floorings. Available in all RAL colours. Create your own design.
Your regional representative

BAUTECH SP. Z O.O. UL. STASZICA 25, 05-500 PIASECZNO, POLAND
TEL.: + 48 22 716 77 91, e-mail: bau@bautech.pl
Current list of distributors available at: www.bautech.pl
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